We grew with our brands and
succeeded together in 2012.
A milion thanks to all our brands...
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Our Brands

Das Auto.

2012: A year of records
Volkswagen Passenger Cars left a very successful year behind by increasing
its sales by 20.2% in 2012 in terms of its product and communication strategy,
which was defined in line with its vision of “world’s most innovative automotive
brand”. Crystal Apple awards in the communication area also crowned this
success in 2012.

Volkswagen Passenger Cars
Having increased its passenger car sales by 20.2%
Volkswagen Passenger Cars brand performed
remarkably, above the market average, which
shrank by 6.3% compared to last year. Thanks
to our successful product and communication
strategies pursued in 2012, and the launch of its
new models, Volkswagen Passenger Car increased
its market share to 12%, and climbed up in ranking
to the second place in the market.

Performances of our models
A quick review of the performances of our models
revealed that; Polo increased its segment share
to 13.8% with effective campaigns whereas
sales of Golf increased by 16.9% and gained
12.9% segment share. Jetta also increased its
segment share and reached to 11.2% market
share. Our Scirocco model pursued its segment
leadership with a 59.9% of segment share. The
7th generation of Golf has been offered to the

2012 has been the year to confirm the success of Volkswagen
Passenger Cars once again. Volkswagen Passenger Cars
engaged in many launches and awards and completed the year
in second place in the market by increasing its sale quantities
and market share. The Company is taking firm steps towards the
future, holding customer satisfaction as a priority.
Vedat Uygun
General Manager
Volkswagen Passenger Cars
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market simultaneously with European markets
and attracted significant attention. Volkswagen
Passenger Cars participated in Istanbul Autoshow
with a booth of 2000 m² and executed launches of
3 new models: the Beetle, Jetta Hybrid and New
Golf a total of 576,000 visitors have been reached.

Services in Europe. Volkswagen After Sales
provide services nearly to 416,000 vehicles in total
and to 35.000 customers in a month. In 2012,
spare parts and labor turnover of increased by
25% and 21%, respectively.

Leading brand in digital communication
Facebook page of Volkswagen Passenger Cars,
with over 1,800,000 followers, became the most
followed official automobile brand website in
Turkey and the most viewed Volkswagen website
in the world. The brand set an example with its
investment in mobile technologies in 2012. Our
website, “Online Live Support Centre”, with over
14 million annual visitors, developed into a 24 h
accessible platform. Volkswagen Passenger Cars,
actively present in the social media, provides
immediate customer services to its followers and
customers through the channels of Facebook
and Twitter and strives to maintain customer
satisfaction at all times with its social CRM
infrastructure.

Volkswagen After Sales
Volkswagen After-Sales , which provide service
through 69 Authorized Services overall in Turkey
expanded its network by opening an Authorized
Service in Mardin in 2012. In the 5th Service
Quality Competition organized by Volkswagen
AG, 3 of the Volkswagen Authorized Service from
Turkey achieved to rank in the top 100 Authorized

20.2%
Sales rise
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Sustainable
growth in service
and after-sales
With a year-on-year increase of 14%, Audi brand recorded 13,720 sales
units in 2012, raising its market share to 2.47%. In addition, a 24% increase in
after-sales services turnover was marked in parallel with 23.3% increased car
park compared to 2011. Furthermore, Audi’s 78% customer loyalty level has
been cited exemplary across Europe.

Keeping ahead through technology
Audi’s intertwining four rings represent Horch,
Audi, DKW and Wanderer companies, the founders
of the Brand. The brand claim, “Vorsprung durch
Technik” is supplemented by the brand values
“sporty”, “sophisticated” and “progressive”, which
comprise the core of the brand.

Record unit sales
Started to be imported to Turkey by Doğuș
Otomotiv in 1994, Audi brand marked a significant
achievement in 2012 by attaining the highest sales
figure ever with 13,720 units.

While passenger car market shrunk by 6% in 2012, Audi
increased its sales by 14% compared to the previous year
and became the brand which expanded its market share
the most, compared to its competitors.
Giovanni Gino Bottaro
General Manager
Audi, Bentley, Lamborghini and Bugatti
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Audi’s model based performance
Being a leader in its segment, the total sales
figure of A3, A3 Sportback and A3 Cabriolet was
recorded as 4,609. A4, A4 Avant and A4 allroad
unit sales closed at 3,467 while the total unit sales
of A5 family reached 895. The other two models
that are also leaders of their classes, Q3 closed the
year with 442 unit sales and Q5 with 753 unit sales.

Growth in after sales services
Car park of Audi grew by 23.3% in 2012 and
correspondingly, after-sales services turnover
displayed a year-on-year increase of 24%. In 2012,
sales of Audi parts increased by 25.5%. Audi
customers’ loyalty rate was documented as 78% in
2012. This rate is an important indicator setting an
example in the premium segment.

We raised the bar in 2012
The highest scores ever attained in the CSS –
a survey conducted by AUDI AG to measure
customer satisfaction in sales and after-sales
areas – were reached in 2012. Record level
scores accomplished in both areas constitute an
explicit indicator of the level achieved in customer
satisfaction.Audi ranked second in service and
technical categories among all countries worldwide
at the Audi Twin Cup After-Sales Competition
proving that its service quality is beyond global
standards. Doğuș Otomotiv Audi also proved its
level of customer satisfaction and its service quality
by achieving to enter into top three in Audi AG’s

IACS study. The Audi brand was selected the
best brand in customer complaint management
and won the top place, ahead of its rivals in the
2012 automotive industry report by “Sikayet Var”
website.

Marketing and launching activities
With image and tactical advertising campaigns
carried throughout the year, it was aimed not
only to increase brand awareness of Audi
but also to support sales. There were launch
campaigns organized for Q3, A1 Sportback and
A3. Audi attended in Istanbul Autoshow held
on 1-11 November with a 1,575 square-meter
booth. Another primary pursuit of 2012 was the
communication activities carried out on social
media. Audi brand has successfully used social
media channels like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
Flickr and YouTube.

78%

Customer loyalty
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Move forward
towards new targets
with new models
With its excellent looking and high performance models, SEAT, succeeded in
2012. With new models, we expect to sustain this succeed increasingly.

We have reached all of our targets because of
the successful sales performance of the New
Ibiza family which we put on the market in 2012,
additionally, the special sales campaigns and fleet
sales strategies for the Leon model. We aim to
increase our brand awareness and our image in
parallel to the increase in sales, after launching the
New Leon and the New Toledo models in the first
quarter of 2013.

The performance of our models
• The best selling model of SEAT in 2012 was the
New Ibiza model family which was renewed in
June, and the Leon model which was organized
the competitive sales campaigns. Consisting
of Ibiza Sport Coupe, Ibiza Five-door and

Sportourer versions, sales of Ibiza family sold
2,886 units, and with a market share of 50
percent has been the best selling model. The
second best selling SEAT model is Leon with
total sales of 2,676 units and 46% market share.
• The 1.6lt diesel with 7-speed dual shift DSG
Leon has reached a total sales figure of 1,362
becoming the best-selling model among the
Leon range with its share of 50%. The share of
Leon’s 1.4 L 125 HP model was 21% among the
Leon range with a total sales figure of 567 units.
• Altea XL’s achieved 3.8% sales share among
the SEAT models with a total sales figure of 220
units in 2012.
• SEAT Alhambra model has achieved the first
rank in Turkey with 23 untis sold in B-MPV
segment.

We have reached our targets for 2012, and raising our
goals in the first quarter in 2013 when we launch the New
Toledo and the New Leon models.

Anıl Gürsoy
General Manager
Porsche and SEAT
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Marketing activities
New Ibiza has been successfully launched in June
2012 on traditional and digital media with the
slogan of “New Rhythm on Roads”. We aimed
increasing the brand image and awareness with the
New Leon and the New Toledo models which were
exhibited at the Istanbul Autoshow in November.
In addition to national and regional marketing
activities, we are attending to the global press tour
of the New Toledo model to be put on the market in
2013.

Customer satisfaction and quality in after sales
services
The loyalty of our customers’ to authorized service
increased to 60% thanks to the service campaigns
launched after the vehicle parks increased by
10% in 2012, while the SEAT brand’s score in the
customer satisfaction survey rose to 97 due to our
customer-focused service concept in the after sales
services. The customer satisfaction was further
improved thanks to the on-job training provided to
the staff of the authorized technical services which
helped the work duplication to be decreased to
4.2%.

Brand achievements
This year Turkey was granted Global Genuine
Parts Award at the 2nd SEAT International After
Sales Conference where the performance on
the spare parts and accessories are evaluated
together organized by SEAT S.A. in Portugal.

Doğuș Otomotiv – SEAT was honored with the
Global Genuine Parts Award by increasing its total
sales compared to the previous year, achieving its
targets and outperforming global markets in terms
of accessories sales.

SEAT logo is renewed
The new logo of SEAT which was presented at
Paris Motorshow for the first time reflects the
brand’s leadership in engineering and quality. The
new logo was designed in parallel to the brand’s
image and values such as full of life, sportive,
dynamic, efficient, reliable, and accessible. The
New Leon is the first model to be manufactured
with the new logo.

97

Customer satisfaction
survey score
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Škoda takes confident
steps toward its goals
Yüce Auto, which has been operating as Škoda’s distributor in Turkey since
1989, continues to provide sales, repair/maintenance and spare parts service for
Fabia, Roomster, Octavia, Superb, Yeti and Citigo models through 33 Authorized
Dealers and 41 Authorized Service Agents throughout Turkey.

Škoda increased sales in Turkey in 2012 by 33%,
a growth that was above the market average, from
7,590 to 10,118.

Škoda launched its Citigo and Rapid models during
the same period. These models are unveiled to the
Turkish consumer at Istanbul Auto Show 2012.

Škoda ended 2012 having achieved new growth
records in global markets. While the total
automotive market worldwide grew by 5%, Škoda
sales rocketed upward by 6.8%.
Moreover, Škoda went from selling 879,200
vehicles in 2011 to 939,200 in 2012. Reinforcing
its success by expanding its range of products,

Performance of our models
Škoda Türkiye sold 10,118 passenger vehicles in
2012. Making up 30% of sales, Octavia was the
bestselling model. Following Octavia, with 2,372 in
sales 24% of brand sales was Yeti, the SUV model
of Škoda. Superb sold 2,282 units with a 20% share.

We have broken records in the automotive sector over the past
year. The progress we made, beginning with the change in the
Škoda logo, began bearing fruit as witnessed by 10,118 in sales.
For 2013, we want to sustain this momentum and, with the success
we will attain with our models, which represent our brand and reflect
the quality of our group, move that much closer to reaching our
goals for 2018.
Mahmut Kadirbeyoğlu
General Manager
Škoda Yüce Auto
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Our Citigo model which is introduced in October
at Istanbul Autoshow 2012, obtained a 25% of a
market share units in segment A, with the sales of
117 in last three months of 2012.
The success of our models was not limited to the
sales performance. We had 153,931 followers in
our Facebook page; Skoda Türkiye and our official
website www.skoda.com.tr had 3,105,520 visitors
in 2012.

2012 and 2013 novelties
In 2012, our brand celebrated its 111th anniversary
and the Fabia Super 2000 participated for the
second time in the Turkish leg of the World Rally
Championship, a longstanding tradition in motor
sports. In 2011-2012 season, we took part in
motorsports with two teams as Yüce Auto Škoda.
Luca Rossetti – Matteo Chiarcossi won the Turkish
Rally Championship and Burak Çukurova – Ünal
Tezel placed fifth.
Škoda’s first SUV model, Yeti, has an array of
smart features for daily use in the city. In 2012,
a 1.6 TDI motor option is being added to the
GreenLine series. Following its February release,
the Yeti GreenLine, which symbolizes the brand’s
environmentally friendliness, has been available
for purchase. Both its low fuel consumption and
price continues to appeal to customers. With the
inclusion of Greenline version to Yeti family. Yeti
has increased its sales from 769 to 2,372 with a
208% raise.

Moreover, in February Škoda’s biggest
representative in compact class; Rapid will meet
the Turkish consumers. Rapid will meet the
expectations with its 5 passenger capacity, wide
interior capacity and baggage. The new Octavia,
which will be launched by the end of March, which
is completely redesigned, will become a reference
vehicle for the segment. The new Octavia offers
a bigger body and with the technological touches
of the engine, and has low fuel consumption.
Innovations will continue with facelift Superb in July
and Rapid Spaceback in October.

2013 market share target
As one of its major global targets, Škoda has raised
its share of the Turkish market by 42% and thereby
attaining a 1.82% market share in 2012. In 2013 the
target is 2.37% market share.

33%
Sales rise
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Creative service
beyond expectations
Bentley and Lamborghini, top luxury segment brands of Doğuș Otomotiv,
boasting the broadest brand range and service network in Turkish automotive
sector, renders “creative services beyond expectations” in parallel with the
Company’s vision.
Most prestigious and luxurious brands of
automobile history
Bentley Motors was founded in 1919 by Walter
Owen Bentley who was a railroad engineer. Today,
the Brand carries on its operations under the
umbrella of Volkswagen AG. British brand Bentley
has gained recognition since early 1910s for
manufacturing the most prestigious and luxurious
models of the entire automobile history.

Automobili Lamborghini was founded in 1963 by
Ferruccio Lamborghini. Production operations of
the brand have been carried out in Bologna, Italy
since its foundation day. Following the purchase
of all Lamborghini shares by Audi AG in 1998,
the brand shifted toward a rapid uptrend with its
new models equipped with powerful and high-end
technologies.

While passenger car market shrunk by 6% in 2012,
Bentley was the only brand to increase its market share in
upper luxury segment.

Giovanni Gino Bottaro
General Manager
Audi, Bentley, Lamborghini and Bugatti
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Bentley: The brand with largest growth in 2012
In 2012, Bentley succeeded to be the automobile
brand with largest growth by increasing its sales
units from 10 to 18 and it was deemed worthy
of an award by the Automobile Distributors
Association. Sales and delivery of 18 Bentleys
were completed throughout the year, including
nine Continental GTs, five Continental GTCs three
Continental Flying Spurs and one Mulsanne.
In line with the 45% shrinkage in the upper luxury
segment in 2012, Lamborghini unit sales dropped
by three. Sales and delivery of three Lamborghinis,
including one Gallardo LP 560-4 and two
Aventador LP 700-4s were completed.

Maintaining the brand communication
Marketing investments for Bentley and
Lamborghini continued in 2012. The highlights of
the year are as follows:
• 212 guests participated in Bentley GTC
launching event in Istinye Park Armani
Ristorante on 22 February 2012.
• Customers were invited to Lamborghini
Academy driving events organized by
Automobili Lamborghini throughout the year.
• In Istanbul Autoshow held on 1-11 November
2012, Bentley attended with a 370 square-meter
booth and Lamborghini with a 290 squaremeter booth.

80%
Sales rise
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Continuous Growth
with Records
Despite the tax increase in October 2011, Porsche Turkey has increased its sales
volume by performing 12% growth in 2012, thanks to the extension of authorized
dealers’ network, the model range and service organization; increased customer
satisfaction and marketing activities. In 2013, the growth will continue with new
records by selling vehicles over 500 units.

Performances of our models
Porsche’s best-selling model in 2012 was the
Cayenne. Compared to 2011, its sales figure has
increased 51% and it has reached to 351 units;
its market share increased from 8% to 19%. Plus,
it has become one of the two models that have
achieved to grow in Premium SUV segment during
the year followed by the tax increase. Meanwhile,

the second best-selling model is Panamera with 96
unit sales and with a market share increase at the
rate of 16%. The sales number of Boxster that has
been launched in 2012 and of Cayman that will be
launched in 2013 have reached to a sales number
of 24. 26 units of the total 497 Porsche sales in
2012 came from 911 models - ranked in the first
place in Premium SW segment in Turkey.

Porsche achieved a new sales record with a total of 497
units in 2012 with the newly opened showrooms and
growth in after sales services and the marketing activities.

Anıl Gürsoy
General Manager
Porsche and SEAT
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Our marketing activities
Porsche has started the year 2012 by expanding
its sales and service organization. On 8 February
Porsche has organized the official opening ceremony
of Doğuș OtoMotion Bursa that had started
operating in 2011. The 7th Porsche selling point was
opened in Mersin with an event held on 4 May.
During the roadshow event that has been held in
Izmir together with Vosmer on 12-13 May with the
participation of 120 people, all Porsche models
have been tested by Porsche enthusiasts. During
the Porsche World Road Show event held in
Istanbul Park on 2-8 June with the participation
of 372 people, the new 911 Carrera and the new
Boxster models have been launched in Turkey.
Porsche Central and Eastern Europe has organized
a driving event - Porsche Performance Drive, from
22 to 27 July. 8 Turkish people participated to the
event with 2 cars and held a cutthroat competition
with other press representatives from 7 different
countries for keeping the fuel consumption of
Panamera Diesel cars at minimum level.
Carrera 4S model, which has joined to the
legendary 911 model range at the beginning of
2012, was exhibited for the first time in Istanbul
AutoShow on 1-10 November. 12,667 people
visited the 600 m² Porsche booth where 8 vehicles
– including the classical first 911 model that was
brought from the Porsche Museum in Germany –
were displayed.

Accessories sales record in after-sales services
Through the service campaigns carried out for the
car park of Porsche brand expanded in the rate of

20% at the end of 2012. The commitment of our
customers to authorized services has increased to
79% thanks to the service campaigns focusing on
Porsche’s 20% expanded car park at the end of
2012. Moreover, the customer satisfaction survey
score has increased to 108 through our customeroriented service approach in after- sales services.
The project of vehicle reception via iPad was
implemented in 2012 and accessory sales grew by
3-times in terms of turnover compared to 2011.

Brand Achievements
• Porsche Turkey has continued to grow steadily,
managed to increase the number of sales by
12% compared to the year 2011, and broke a
new record by selling 497 units of vehicles in
2012.
• From the global sales perspective of Porsche,
Turkey ranked the 3rd among the 25 countries
in Central and Eastern Europe.
• Porsche has achieved a record growth in the
field of After-Sales Services compared to
2011. Authorized service work order numbers
increased by 35% and the total turnover
increased by 56%.

497

units
of record sale
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Commercial
Vehicles

Volkswagen Commercial
Vehicles increases
ambition in new
segments
Having proved its assertion in the pickup segment which the brand entered with
Amarok in 2011, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles captured the leadership of
this segment in 2012. It attained the third place in the total market as well as
becoming the leader in imported commercial vehicle sales.

2012
Light commercial vehicles market witnessed 18.2%
decrease in 2012 and reached 221,481 units in
overall sales. Although the sales of Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles decreased 1.2%, its share in
the overall light commercial market increased to
11.8% while its share in the imported commercial
vehicle market reached 28.3%.
Having entered into a new segment with Amarok
in May 2011, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles

attained the 1st place with a market share of 20.3%
during 2012 marking a very successful start in this
segment. Caddy’s market share was 12.2% in
2012, outperforming the previous year’s volume.
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles attained 45%
market share in mid-class light commercial vehicles
segment with a sales figure of 8,249 Transporter
vehicles, making this vehicle the leader in its own
class by landslide also in 2012. As to Crafter,
the market share was recorded as 5.6% in 2012,
presenting an increase compared to 2011 figures.

Having been the most aspired brand without any reserves
since 2007, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles will always
continue to be one step ahead of customer expectations
through the innovations it will offer to sustain this position.
Kerem Güven
General Manager
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles
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Launches
The new Caddy Sportline of Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles, the newest member of the
Caddy family which undersigned a significant sales
success around the world, was also introduced
in Turkey in 2012. The new Caddy Sportline 2.0,
the most powerful in its class with an engine
providing 140 PS draws the attention not only with
its powerful engine and high torque values but also
with its sporty appearance.

Brand communication
In order to reach the proper target group, in a
proper place and at a proper time, Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles continued its presence in all
possible channels and media where it could meet
with its customers, also in 2012.
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles Facebook page
has reached more than 300,000 members and
achieved the second rank among the companies
operating in the light commercial vehicles sector in
terms of the number of users amid the increasing
importance of digital platforms. According to the
results of a brand image and awareness survey
conducted across all large European markets,
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has achieved
the highest score for Turkey in terms of the brand
image evaluation.

Customer relations management and field
operations of Authorized Dealers
In 2012, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles also
carried out direct marketing activities based on
customer segmentation and established one to
one communication particularly with commercial
vehicle key sectors–which are the target groups– by

implementing experimental and direct marketing
activities together with CRM projects. Thanks to
the prospective customers and outdoor visiting
projects which were initiated early 2011 the number
of recorded prospects reached 216,378 as of
the end of 2012. 71,093 customers were visited
effectively and personally.

2013...
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles will maintain
its uninterrupted activities including after sales
services in 2013 in order to enhance customer
satisfaction and maintain the leadership position
of Volkswagen in commercial vehicle marketing.
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles aims to achieve
sales figures in line with its targets in 2013 thanks
to its product range, the confidence created by
Doğuș Otomotiv and Volkswagen brands and
through a network of authorized dealers and
customer communication activities spread across
Turkey.

28.3%

market share of
export commercial
vehicles
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Another successful
year from Scania
Scania sold a total of 1,701 units in 16 tons and over heavy commercial vehicles
market in 2012. Thus, Scania had left another successful year behind with its
innovative product range that it offers on its own sector.

2012 sales performance
As of the end of December 2012, 1,701 Scania were
sold as heavy commercial vehicles in Turkey. 1,522
of the sold vehicles are tractors, 179 of them are onroad and off-road trucks. In 2012, Scania’s vehicle
park has reached the number of 21,701 and the
brand has continued to create difference with wide
product options and become a preferred brand both
in the on-road and off-road segments.

After-Sales Services performance
In 2012, via an emergency hotline operating 24, our
customers both in Turkey and Europe have been
responded by operators speaking in our customers’
native languages, and with 27 emergency support
vehicles, emergency aids have been provided to the
points they specified. In the 21 Scania Authorized
Dealers in Turkey, there are 261 technicians and
336 personnel, and 296 vehicle repair fields. 74,158

Scania reached a sales number of 1,701 in 2012 under
Doğuș Otomotiv’s distributorship, and provided significant
added value to the logistics sector by taking place among
the best-selling brands of the Turkish market.

Tolga Senyücel
General Manager
Scania, Krone and Meiller
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work orders have been opened by Scania Authorized
Dealers in 2012. Our Authorized Services are holding
the certificate of “Scania Dealership Operating
Standards” across Turkey.

Scania presented its innovative
products in the IAA Fair
Scania was presented in the Hannover IAA
Commercial Vehicles Fair, which is the largest
commercial vehicle fair in Europe organized
biannually, with its tractor and truck product series,
long distance vehicles, Euro 6 vehicles, on-road,
off- road vehicles and bus group product range.
Having built its communication strategy on human,
fuel economy and Euro 6’s specifications, Scania
introduced its models in special areas classified
according to the purposes of use.
Besides the Euro 6 engine vehicles, vehicles
with “Ecolution by Scania” package, gasolinepowered regional/long distance tractor, the Scania
OmniExpress 3.20 bus, which had its world launch,
2012 Environment Award winner R480 and a tractor
with V8 engine and 730 horsepower also took place
in the “Long Distance” area, where Scania’s long
distance tractors and buses were displayed.

Scania Selects the Best Technician Team:
Top Team 2012-2013
The 2012-2013Turkey screenings of the Top
Team competition which conducted by Scania on
international scale since 1989, started within Doğuș
Otomotiv. Top 10 teams of the competition which was
realized with the attendance of 21 Doğuș Otomotiv

Scania Authorized Services, came together in the
semifinal contest in Ankara on 30 December 2012.
At the end of the competition, which is being
organized on the international level for 13 years and
in which the best technician teams are selected, the
World Champion team will also get a prize of €50,000.

Another year full of marketing activities
Marketing activities conducted in 2012 included; the
advertisements prepared for the national and sector
press regarding the 2012 model G-series Scania
vehicles; the communication activities that support
the Authorized Dealers and Services; the delivery
ceremonies, where we found the opportunity to meet
our customers. Also, press visits and dinner parties
organized for national and sector press; overseas
factory visits and fairs that we organized for our VIP
customers and Authorized Dealers and Services
were in the 2012 activity schedule of Scania. Besides
these promotion activities, many activities in social
responsibility area were realized in the scope of
“Türkiye’nin Tansiyonunu Ölçüyoruz” (Measuring
Turkey’s Blood Pressure) project.

1,701

units
of heavy commercial
vehicles sale
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Our innovation
supports our
leadership
Krone, one of the leading semi-trailer brands of Europe, made a total of
674 units of sales in 2012, and increased its market share to 11%, with a
2% increase with respect to 2011, and kept its leadership in imported frigorific
market.

Krone trailer, established in Germany in 1906 and
operating in Turkey with Doğuș Otomotiv since
2003, always observes the market conditions
and continues to offer its customers affordable
transportation solutions with innovative works.

2012 performance
Krone has 18 Authorized Dealers and 20 Authorized
Services throughout Turkey, and aims to be close
to its customers with its large dealer network in

the market. With its 24/7 customer service hotline,
Krone supports this service without time limitation,
and aims to reach maximum customer satisfaction.
For Krone, a brand fully understanding the
requests and needs of its customers and offering
transportation solutions exclusive to them, the year
2012 has been a year, through which it increased its
vehicle park to more than 5,000 units.
Due to increasing vehicle park in After-Sales
Services and to the expansion in Krone Doğuș

Being a reference brand for the transporters with its high
technology models, Krone Doğuș Treyler shall utilize
the advantages of being closer to its customers with its
manufacturing plant in İzmir Tire which started operating in 2012.

Tolga Senyücel
General Manager
Scania, Krone and Meiller
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Treyler factory operations in İzmir Tire, Krone
has undergone a restructuring to meet the
expectations. This restructuring, which includes all
the improvements in authorized service organization
and spare parts operations, is expected to result in
increasing customer satisfaction and service quality
in the long run.

Krone Doğuș Treyler starts its operations
Krone, which entered Turkish market in 2003 with
the distributorship of Doğuș Otomotiv and signed
a production agreement in 2008, became an
important brand in the market in a short time with
its superior technology, quality and user-friendly
practical solutions. Following these developments,
an investment of €35,000,000 was made for the
Krone Doğuș Treyler factory, which is started in
İzmir Tire with a partnership of 49% on Doğuș
Otomotiv’s side and 51% on Krone’s side, being
the most up-to-date production facility of the brand.
The official launch of the factory, which started
manufacturing in 2012, is planned to be made in the
first quarter of 2013. With the new factory, Krone
aims to increase its dominance in the market by
being closer to its Turkish customers.

Krone displayed its innovative
solutions in IAA Fair
In the IAA Commercial Vehicles Fair which was
organized in Hannover in 2012, Krone introduced
the visitors of transportation sector with the
innovative Krone semi-trailers that are suitable with
the working conditions of the sector in its booth of
1.600 square meters. In its IAA Fair booth, Mega
Liner, Cool Liner Duoplex Steel FuelSaver Kit and
the new Krone Multitemp systems were presented.
In addition, the following products were displayed:

Box Liner elTU6, Krone Show-Box, -an “example
box body” which shows many optional accessories
that it offers for changeable box bodies-; Dolly
with steering wheel and the “smart trailer”, which
is prone to being the trailer of the sector in the
future. Krone services like Telematics, Fair Care and
Spare Parts were elaborately introduced to visitors,
and the total of 20 vehicles that form the general
product range of Krone was brought together
with the visitors at the fair venue. All vehicles were
introduced to the visitors by the Krone officials.

Marketing activities support sales
In addition to the high quality products offered
to the trailer market, Krone is also a conspicuous
brand due to its frequent media coverage and
marketing activities specialized in one-to-one
communication with its customers. Accordingly,
following the vehicles sales to large fleets made
in 2012, Krone organized delivery ceremonies
that allowed one-to-one communication with
its customers, press trips and activities towards
sector press. Furthermore, in compliance with
Doğuș Otomotiv’s ambition to provide benefits for
the society as a duty, Krone continued to sponsor
“Türkiye’nin Tansiyonunu Ölçüyoruz” (Measuring
Turkey’s Blood Pressure) organization.

11%

Market share
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Leading products by the
leading tipper brand
Meiller conducted 382 tipper sales in the shrinking market in 2012, and delivered
its 1,500th tipper in Turkey to its customer.

F. X. Meiller Fahrzeug GmbH & Co. KG is a
large family corporation established in 1850 in
Munich. Meiller, currently cooperating with heavy
commercial vehicle manufacturers to develop
tipper products that offer perfect compatibility
with these vehicles, offers the latest techniques
and engineering knowledge to its customers and
creates rapid solutions for differing needs of the
sector and strengthens its leader position within
the sector with the service difference it creates.
Meiller offers sale and after sales service in Turkish
market since 2007 with the distributorship of
Doğuș Otomotiv, and started manufacturing in
Turkey market in a short time. With the Meiller
Doğuș Damper factory in Sakarya, it makes

production for domestic market and abroad since
in 2008.

Meiller in 2012
Having reached a sales volume of 382 units in
2012. Meiller was relatively less affected by the
market shrinkage thanks to its quality and durable
products. While the tractor market shrunk by
11.4% in 2012, Meiller semi-trailer tipper sales
displayed a decrease of 6.7%.
Due to increasing vehicle park in After-Sales
Services and to the expansion in Meiller Doğuș
Damper factory operations in Sakarya, Meiller

With more than 160 years of experience, Meiller pioneered
to increase the quality in the tipper market, with its
products presented to Turkey along with the models
manufactured at its production facility in Turkey, Meiller
Doğuș Damper.
Tolga Senyücel
General Manager
Scania, Krone and Meiller
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has undergone a restructuring to meet the
expectations. This restructuring, which includes
all the improvements in authorized service
organization and spare parts operations, is
expected to result in increasing customer
satisfaction and service quality in the long run.
Meiller continues to respond to the needs
of its customers with new technologies and
new investments and introduces long-lasting,
economical and durable products with low
maintenance requirements to the market. Meiller
provides safe product alternatives not only to
the construction sector, but also to the waste
management sector with its roll-off tippers and skip
handlers.

1,500th Meiller delivery
Meiller, which entered the Turkish market in
2007 with the distributorship of Doğuș Otomotiv,
continues its production and export activities in
Turkey after important investments. As the years
went by, Meiller moved forward with the quality of
its products and the confidence that the sector had
in Meiller; and in 2012, Meiller delivered its 1,500th
tipper in Turkey to its owner. Sector press, as well
as the company officials, was invited to the delivery
ceremony event, which was organized in Meiller
Doğuș Damper factory in Sakarya.
Meiller products in IAA Fair
In the IAA Fair organized in Hannover, Meiller
displayed its solution applications that address

different sectors with 26 models. With its presence
as the Europe sector leader for tipper and waste
management systems in the fair, Meiller displayed
all of its product range from vehicles with overload
safety system to a superstructure optimized
for light commercial vehicles. One of the most
important systems that Meiller introduced in the
IAA Fair was the “Safety Brake” system, which was
designed to prevent the accidents that tipper body
crashes like bridge or overpass while the vehicle is
moving on the road.

“The Best Tipper”
At the traditional competition of the “Best
Commercial Vehicles and Brands” organized
for the 16th time this year by German magazines
specialized in commercial vehicles sector, Meiller
won the “Best Tipper of the Year 2012” award for
the 8th year in a row, proving its strength once
more, and demonstrated the superior quality it
offers to its customers.

1,500

th

Damper sale
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Scania Engines:
Reliable solution
partner
The year of 2012 has been a year focusing on maintaining the market share as
well as sales figures for Scania Engines. Total sales volume of Dogus Otomotiv’s
industrial and marine engine business line was 84 for the year of 2012.

2012 sales performance
Scania Engines maintained its market share with a
total of 84 units in Turkish market throughout 2012.
In addition to marine engines, a significant
progress was made within land generators market,
which was entered to expand the sales volume.
A remarkable sales volume performance was
demonstrated in this market.
The new opportunities in industrial engines
segment were also closely followed with a
customer-oriented approach.

Dealer trainings in progress
The sales and after-sales trainings were organized
for the network in 2012.

Marketing activities
The new engine range E2011 was introduced
in 2012 by Scania Engines. The products were
presented to current and potential customers
in detail, during those activities, where yacht
manufacturers and end users were visited in

Scania Engines Business Line has maintained its market
share through alternative sales channels, especially within
land generators in 2012, and, thus continued its position
as one of the leading companies in Turkish market.
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
DOD, Thermo King and Scania Engines
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order to promote the engines. Moreover, potential
industrial customers in the market and companies
manufacturing land generators were visited. For the
new product range certain promotional activities
were held.

Wide product range
Doğuș Otomotiv, provides the following products
to its industrial and marine engines business line
customers:
•
•
•
•

Scania marine engines,
Scania marine generator engines,
Scania land generator engines,
Scania industrial engines.

Environment-friendly engines
Scania Engines will have met all exhaust gas
emission requirements in relevant sectors, which
shall be applicable in Europe and USA until 2020
via its 9, 13 and 16 lt engines launched through
2012. Scania has been maintaining its pioneering
role in showing respect to the environment.

2013 Targets
Scania Engines continues its operations, targeting
to become a reliable solution partner in Turkey as
a premium brand, enrich its product range and
maintain market share within industrial and marine
engines business line. Doğuș Otomotiv focuses
on transferring its vast knowledge and experience
within automotive industry, to Scania Engines
business in Turkey.
The Company takes firm steps by focusing on
customer satisfaction in sales and after sales fields,
and also meeting all needs of the industry through
its corporate structure.

84

units
of total sale
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Thermo King:
Continuos growth,
secured leader position
The year of 2012 has been a very significant and crucial year for worldwide leading
cooling system brand Thermo King, which has been serving in Turkey, through
distributorship of Doğuș Otomotiv since 2008. In this year considerable progress
was made in the field of promotion and dealership network structuring while the
Company’s leader position within cooling system market was reinforced. Total
sales volume of Doğuș Otomotiv’s cooling business line reached to 507 for 2012.

2012 sales performance
Following total sales volume of 388 units in 2011
in Turkey, Thermo King sales volume reached
507 units in 2012, with an increase of 30%. The
Authorized Sales and Service network, which
is structured in important and leading markets
throughout the country, played a key role in
achieving this total sales performance. In addition,

the fleet sales got the largest slice in total sales
performance. A number of successful corporate
projects were accomplished with major truck
body builder companies within the industry during
2012. In addition, in the frame of the joint projects
with OEM, successful collaborations were put
into practice with Karsan, one of the leading bus
manufacturers in Turkey. New project possibilities

Thermo King brand, with completed corporate and
organizational structuring in our country, has been
awarded as “Platinum Sales & Platinum Service Dealer” by
OEM in 2012, due to our significant achievements in sales
and service network.
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
DOD, Thermo King and Scania Engines
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are aimed with bus manufacturers by means of the
works done within 2013.

Authorized Dealer trainings in progress
The sales and aftersales trainings were organized
for the network in 2012 with the participation of
new Authorized Dealers.

Marketing activities
Newly designed web site www.thermoking.
com.tr, which includes all new product range
was introduced in 2012. Furthermore, customer
satisfaction measurements (CSI) application
was continued, parallel to our customer focused
point of view. Thermo King Turkey was awarded
“Platinum Sales & Platinum Service Dealer” by
OEM in 2012 with reference to its high quality
standards and achievements. Country-wide
corporate and architectural structuring of Thermo
King Authorized Sales and Service points was
completed in compliance with OEM Corporate
within the frame of 2012 business plans.

intensively continue through 2013.
The leading position in diesel units will be
maintained, air-conditioning systems, and vehicle
powered unit market shares will be increased
through intensive customer visits and new projects.
Total sales volume of Doğuș Otomotiv’s cooling
business line reached 507 units in the year of 2012.
An increase in sales volume is targeted with the
strategies to be pursued through 2013. Thermo
King has become a reliable solution partner in
cooling systems industry by expanding its product
range and improving its service quality. Thermo
King Cooling Systems takes firm and stable steps
towards leader position by focusing on customer
satisfaction within sales and aftersales fields, and
also meeting all needs of the industry through its
corporate structure.

30%
Sales rise

2013 targets
Authorized Salesperson training programs will
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International
achievements expanded
Always targeting excellence in customer satisfaction, Doğuș Oto stands among
the Top 100 Volkswagen Authorized Services of Europe in the areas of customer
satisfaction and service quality. Morever, ranking 2nd among the Best Audi
Services of the world in Audi Twin Cup 2012 finals, Doğuș Oto confirmed that its
service is above the world standards.

We are progressing, improving our service quality
each year. Genoto, which has been offering service
in the automotive sector since 1963, is continuing
its operations under Doğuș Oto name since 2004.
For the 7 brand it represents (Volkswagen
Passenger Cars, Audi, SEAT, Skoda, Porsche,
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles and DOD) Doğuș
Oto offers new and used car, spare parts and
accessories at a total of 30 Authorized Dealers
located in Istanbul, Ankara and Bursa. Doğuș Oto
also offers insurance, financing and after-sales

services to its customers.
A record in sales volume
Operating on a total of 185,000 m² area with
1,268 employees, Doğuș Oto broke a new record
in 2012, with the new vehicle sales of 34,741
units. In 2012, Doğuș Oto expanded its market
share within Turkey’s total passenger and light
commercial vehicle market to 4.47%, from 3.63%
in 2011. Its share from Doğuș Otomotiv retail
sales has been 30.7%. Meanwhile, the number of
customers offered service has reached to 202,529.
Consequently, the after-sales service revenue grew

The happiness of our customers is an unalterable principle
for Doğuș Oto. The Company is taking quick steps
towards becoming the most preferred retail company of
the world and offering excellent service to its customers.

Zafer Bașar
General Manager
Doguș Oto Pazarlama ve Ticaret A.Ș.
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by 25%, compared to previous year’s figures.
Lean Management
For a sustainable future, Doğuș Oto operates with
a transparent and fair business-doing approach,
embracing the principles of honesty, respectability,
ethical behavior and compliance with the law. The
Company sustains its leading position in the sector,
not only with its successful financial results but also
with its keen focus on sustainability. Targeting to
collect all the services the clients may need under
a single roof and to excel its operations, Doğuș
Oto has been continuing and improving its Lean
Management practices initiated since 2007 to reach
these targets. In this context, 12 lean projects and
strategic incentive projects have been initiated in
2012. These projects are planned to be completed
in Q1, 2013. It is targeted to accelerate the studies,
which have been continued through 2012, with the
aim of scientifically re-assessing every step of the
business processes and eliminating all waste and
useless waiting points.

Marketing activities
The dynamic and mutual relation with our customers
and our understanding of offering the perfect service
and working efficiently nourishes our enthusiasm for
fulfilling our responsibilities in the best way possible.
All marketing activities made through 2012 aimed at
increasing brand awareness as well as supporting the
service entries and sales. The activities include 18,461
test-drives. Through 2012, 16,575 text messages,
91,277 e-mails and 17,646 multi-media messages
were sent out to customers to keep them informed

about the developments regarding the services.
Doğuș Oto, which embraces the principle of
meeting the needs of its customers, allocated
10.400 replacement vehicles to provide mobility
of its customers in 2012. Aiming at facilitating the
lives of its customers, the Company maintained an
uninterrupted comfort for them.

Quality Service with Oto-Fix
Oto-Fix which joined Doğuș Oto family in 2008,
with the objective of offering fast and quality service
at reasonable prices under Doğuș Oto warranty,
accepted 5,100 vehicles in 2012. Operating in
three different regions, Esenyurt, Bursa and
Etimesgut-Ankara, Oto-Fix targets to extend its
body-paint, mechanical maintenance and repair
and appraisement services to other non-VW Group
brands with Doğuș Oto’s expertise and quality.

34,741

units
of new vehicle sale
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D-AUTO SUISSE SA

Perfect service,
record growth
Growing stably with its excellent service approach since its establishment,
D-Auto Suisse SA has continued its remarkable performance through 2012 and
left a successful year behind, raising its sales to 184 units.

Outstanding service quality
D-Auto Suisse SA, a subsidiary of Doğuș Otomotiv,
has started to provide service in September 2009
at a highly attractive location in Lausanne which
is a Swiss city of Canton Vaud, with a population
of 688,000. Our company is offering services at a
service area of 5,000 m² with its 38 experienced

staff and the perfect combination of Porsche
standards and Turkish hospitality.

Our 2012 performance
In 2012 we have personal contacts with 2,000
customers as a result of 12 marketing activities

Our company’s main principle is to satisfy our customers
with the services we provide.
We are providing perfect service quality in all the fields we
serve with our experienced and smiling staff.
Marcel Hauselmann
Managing Director
D-Auto Suisse SA
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and we have reached a record by selling totally 184
new cars including 65 sports card, 94 Cayenne and
25 Panamera.
We are offering an experiential service to all
of our customers with our enriched testing
and replacement vehicles. Thanks to the test
drive activities that we organized, our potential
customers had an opportunity to experience the
“Porsche Spirit”. In 2013, the test drive activities
are planned to be repeated and expanded.
Additionally, we are offering our services to all of
our customers who wish to purchase warranted
vehicles with our second-hand vehicle inventory,
composed of various brands and models.

Activities
Our company got the first place among 12
competitors in Porsche Golf Tournament 2012,
sponsored by our company, and took the pride of
raising the trophy.
As a result of our collaboration with Radio Rouge
FM, our voice is heard not only in Lausanne but
also in Geneva.
Our Facebook page opened in 2012 has been a
huge success. Our Company puts emphasis on
being there for its customers by taking a part on
the social media, as well.

We have provided high quality service to totally
6,337 vehicles in 2012. We are aiming to be
always one step ahead in Switzerland with our rich
spare parts inventory and experienced team. By
completing the investments in the field of AfterSales Services in 2013, we are aiming to offer
faster, more productive and more efficient service
to our customers.

New Models
Our product range has been widened with Porsche
Carrera 4/4S and Boxster launches organized in
our showroom in 2012. Following the new model
launches, planned to be organized in 2013, we
are aiming to have a close contact with more
customers in new vehicles market of Switzerland.

184

units
of new vehicle sale
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Pioneering with
innovations, leading
the sector
As a Doğuș Otomotiv A.Ș. brand, DOD renders used car purchase, sales and
exchange services via its Authorized Dealer network throughout Turkey. Being
Turkey’s first, unique and the largest corporate used car market brand, DOD
became the symbol of trust in the sector since 1999, riveting its leadership with
brand new projects and initiatives.
DOD, Leader in digital marketing - 300 vehicle
sold through Facebook!
In 2012 DOD, concentrated much more on digital
marketing and accomplished various pioneering
success stories in different channels of the digital
world, particularly the social media. DOD Facebook
page reached more than 110,000 followers, with
up to 10,000 talking about/fans just within the first
year of its launch, and got listed in the top 10 sites
in Turkey with the highest interaction and thus DOD
stood out in the digital market.

Some criteria of the success of DOD’s Facebook
page are: many functions that made the transactions
of the users much easier; the ability to reach many
services just from a single page on the Facebook
platform, and thus, carrying the second-hand
vehicle purchase and sale to another level. With the
application and campaigns that DOD developed on
Facebook, more than 300 vehicle sales had been
accomplished within a short period of time of 3
months.

DOD, which acts with the mission of becoming the largest corporate
company on second-hand vehicle purchase and sale in physical and
digital sector as well; broke the sales record it had accomplished
in the previous year, once again in 2012, and maintained its sector
leadership in corporate second-hand vehicle market with 17,000
auto sales and it made a huge impact on the sector with the new
projects and infrastructure works it had developed.
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
DOD, Thermo King and Scania Engines
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First in the world - Auction through Facebook
Among the innovative works that DOD has done in
the social media in 2012, there is a project which
did not have another example in the world; the
Online Auction application through Facebook. The
application was created on the Facebook page
of DOD. The followers which were interested in a
certain vehicle started bidding prices and at the end
of the time period, the follower with the highest bid
obtained the right to purchase the vehicle.
The Application, achieved great success; drawing
the interest of the followers, and it resulted with
successful vehicle sales.

DOD Windows 8
DOD took its place in the recently launched
Microsoft’s Windows 8 as one of the first
applications. This Windows 8 application of DOD
serves the many services of DOD to the Windows 8
users; such as vehicle purchase, sale, finding out the
vehicle price.

New supply sources
In the recent years, in our country, other than the
individual customers, the rapidly growing operational
fleet leasing companies, with large volume car
parks, have also become one of the important
elements of the second-hand market. With the new
rings for this supply chain, 1,513 fleet vehicles have
been provided to the authorized dealers. With the
successful fleet management, compared to year
2011, there has been an increase of 51% in fleet
vehicles and more than 700,000 TRY of profit has
been obtained. Also in 2013, it is aimed to increase
the supply sources with the new fleet partners.

Cross-sales channels continue to grow
Other than DOD, ParkDOD and PrimeDOD sales
channels, also DOD Garanti and KaskoDOD
products continued to welcome the needs of the
customers also in 2012. ParkDOD system, which has
showed significant success since the first year it has
been launched, realized 1,818 vehicle sales in 2012.
PrimeDOD, which created a difference in secondhand luxury segment, increased its luxury segment
vehicle sales by 70% and expanded the sales
from 516 in 2011 to 872 in 2012. The DOD Garanti
product which created an important advantage in
second-hand vehicles, showed a 10% of increased
success compared to the previous year.

DOD Outlet Șekerpınar is one year old
The Șekerpınar Outlet which has a total of 3,000
square meters of open space, where many different
brand, model and ages of more than 100 vehicles
can be displayed, finished its first year successfully
in DOD Outlet Șekerpınar. Approximately 30 vehicle
sales are carried out each month.

300

units
of sale over
Facebook
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We keep exceeding
our targets!
Turkey’s leading automotive financing company vdf, realized record breaking
loan and insurance figures in 2012 with products and services developed
focusing on the expectations of customers and aiming to achieve higher
customer satisfaction.

vdf Otomotiv Finansmanı (Volkswagen Doğuș
Tüketici Finansmanı A.Ș.)
As a result of brand building strategy, products
and services focused on loyalty and satisfaction
of customers, vdf has reached satisfactory results
surpassing its targets in 2012. With a penetration
rate of 35.8% in the Volkswagen Group brands,
vdf continued its market leadership among
consumer finance companies and banks through its
portfolio volume in consumer vehicle loans in 2012.

By the end of 2012, vdf’s total number of
performing contracts has reached to 91,500 with
the addition of 51,200 new loan facilities,
which represents a 34% increase in total number
of performing contracts portfolio compared to
the previous year. Moreover, vdf successfully
raised the total performing contracts volume
up to TRY 2.400 billion, achieving a 36%
increase over the previous year’s figure of
1.750 billion TRY.

In 2012 we have performed exceptional success
exceeding our set targets and maintained our sectorial
leadership with our products and services developed
focusing on customer loyalty and satisfaction.
Tijen Akdoğan Ünver
General Manager
vdf
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In 2012, vdf Automotive Finance aimed to increase
customer satisfaction and loyalty levels, by making
variety of campaigns for customers on special days
in collaboration with the brands. With new POP
materials specially designed for brands, vdf also
aimed increasing the brand awareness, as well as
boosting sales in credit and insurance products.
In 2013, our objective is to expand the customer
needs oriented products and services in every step
of the automotive value chain.

vdf Sigorta ve Aracılık Hizmetleri A.Ș. (vdf
Insurance and Brokerage Services, Inc.)
In 2012, vdf Insurance Services continued to be
at the forefront of the business with the diversity
of insurance products developed in line with the
needs and demands of customers.
Maintaining business partnerships with 12 insurers,
vdf Insurance Services continues to offer products
to individual and group customers through 20
branches throughout Turkey. In addition to its major
products of automobile insurance, traffic insurance,
extended warranty and loan protection insurance
coverage, vdf Insurance Services offers life/health
insurance, home and commercial fire insurance,
personal accident insurance and liability insurance.
vdf Insurance Services continued to differentiate
across the industry by offering brand specific
guarantees. Following Volkswagen Kasko which
was launched in 2010, vdf Insurance Services
expanded its Branded Automobile Insurance
portfolio with the launch of SEAT Kasko,
Skoda Kasko and DOD Kasko products. Audi

Kasko is scheduled to be launched in the first
quarter of 2013.
vdf Insurance Services managed to become
the largest professional insurance agency in
Turkey based on the ranking in total net premium
generation and number of policies. vdf Insurance
increased the total net premium production at a
rate of 36% from TRY 75 million to TRY 102 million
in 2012 compared to the previous year. In 2012, vdf
Insurance reached 135,000 active policies with an
increase by 29%.

vdf Faktoring Hizmetleri A.Ș. (vdf Factoring
Services, Inc.)
vdf Faktoring Services, Inc which has been in process
since May 2010, offers factoring and financing
services for 95 Authorized Dealers across Turkey.
With a total transaction volume of over TRY 4 billion
in 2012, the company raised its total asset value to
TRY 97 million in 2012, compared to 81 million TRY
in 2011. Committed to the principle of continuous
and stable growth, vdf Factoring aims to increase its
profitability and business volume further in 2013.

2,400

billion TRY
total credit volume
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We are working to
improve the road
safety of our country
Achieving growth in all service areas, TÜVTURK reached a brand awareness
level of 80% and gained the trust of the public with independent, impartial and
honest service approach and contributions to traffic safety.

Beginning with the Exhaust Gas Emission Test
Services, TÜVTURK achieved growth in all business
areas, and increased its revenue from 739 million
TRY to 850 million TRY, pointing a 15% increase.
With its newly opened stations Antalya Kaș, Sivas
Sușehri, Istanbul Tuzla and Șanlıurfa Birecik;
TÜVTURK increased its fixed station number to
196 in 2012 and expanded its service network. The
new stations have features that are designed for
customer needs such as a waiting room.

Great contribution to traffic safety
Compared with previous year, 6.3 million vehicle
inspections had been realized with 3% increase
in 2012. 34.7% of these vehicles were detected
as heavy defected or unsafe and invited to reinspection. In re-inspections, 97.8% of the 2.1
million vehicles, which were heavy defected or
unsafe, succeeded to pass the inspection after
fixing their defects. Therefore safe driving of these
vehicles was provided.

We are enjoying a customer satisfaction level reaching to 90%
and brand awareness reaching to 80% at the end of five years of
operations. We believe that, TÜVTURK has taken great distance
in its vision to be a successful benchmark as an independent,
impartial, fair technical inspection institution.
Kemal Ören
General Manager
TÜVTURK
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High increase in Exhaust Gas Emission
Test figures
In 2012, 2 million vehicles fulfilled this testin
TÜVTURK stations. Compared to the figures of
2011, there is a 38% increase and the rate of this
service to periodical inspection increased from 24%
to 32%. For the time this service is being provided
in 67 mobile stations (11 stations in 2011) and it will
be available in all mobile stations in 2013.

Independent, impartial and honest
4 year accreditation period was successfully
completed in 2011. Within this period TÜVTURK
Headquarters and 193 stations had been audited.
In 2012, the second accreditation period has
been started; audits of 49 stations and TÜVTURK
Headquarters were successfully completed by
TÜRKAK with reference to TS EN ISO 17020
standard.

Roadworthiness Inspection
28 stations have provided road worthiness
inspection service for 32,000 vehicles.

Big increase on TÜVTURK brand
awareness in 2012
Through effective communications activities,
TÜVTURK brand awareness, that was 55% at the
end of 2011, has reached to 80% in 2012.The
biggest increase has been realized on passenger
car owners; from 49.5% to 83.9%.

Motorcycle stations in city center
TÜVTURK opened inspection stations in the city
center only for motorcycles which have troubles
to reach the stations outside of the city center.
Opening stations in Istanbul Maslak and Istanbul
Kızıltoprak, it’s aimed to increase the traffic safety
of motorcycles and customer satisfaction.

Greatest portion of the revenue is from Istanbul
In 2012, the revenue of all services is realized as
850 million TRY, TÜVTURK Istanbul operations
make up 146.4 million TRY of this revenue. EBITDA
for TÜVTURK Kuzey and Güney was 53 million
TRY, for TÜVTURK Istanbul it was 36.1 million TRY
and 89 million TRY in total.

periodical
examination
service to

6.3

billion
vehicles
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Customer-Oriented
Value Management in
Operational Leasing
LeasePlan Turkey which was established in 2003 and has been operating
under the partnership of 51% LeasePlan and 49% Doğuș Group since 2007,
completed its 5th year in the industry under LeasePlan brand. LeasePlan was
the first to offer Fuel and OGS Management, Fleet Reporting, Vehicle Expertise
services as well as ComfortPlan, EasyPlan, Open Calculation to its customers
within this period of 5 years.

As the world’s leading company in operational
leasing, LeasePlan manages a giant vehicle fleet
of 1.3 million in 5 continents and 31 countries with
more than 6,000 employees. Known for its leading
services developed worldwide and being the market
leader in many countries it operates, LeasePlan leads
operational fleet management in Turkey by analyzing
customer expectations and requirements accurately
and produces the most appropriate solutions.
LeasePlan Turkey has been the first to launch the

website www.tiklakirala.com in the industry, on
which SMEs can perform their operational leasing
needs and has encountered an intense demand in a
short time.

Growth above the market
LeasePlan Turkey grew its fleet by 17% as of the end
of 2012 and increased its total vehicle portfolio to
9,427. Company serves 1,018 different customers.

In 2012, we obtained the highest customer satisfaction score in all countries
where LeasePlan operates. We left a successful year behind us with our
services which raise the standards of our industry, with our website which
moved operational leasing to internet and our growth above the market,
increasing customer and driver satisfaction. We strongly believe that we will
achieve our objectives with our leading and innovative projects in 2013.
F. Türkay Oktay
General Manager
LeasePlan
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Acting with multiple brand vehicle portfolio strategy
in the field of operational leasing, LeasePlan has
vehicles which have an important share in fleet
market including Volkswagen, Renault, Ford,
Fiat and Audi.

Sustainable customer satisfaction
LeasePlan Turkey increased its customer
satisfactions score from 83 to 91 by means of
solutions developed in line with the understanding
of high-quality service and permanent customer
satisfaction and has achieved the highest score
among LeasePlan countries. Also, customer’s score
for recommending LeasePlan to their surrounding
has reached 87%, presenting an increase of 10%.
Also achieving to increase the satisfaction of vehicle
drivers in 2012, LeasePlan Turkey has attained the
highest satisfaction increase among all countries.

Fleet manager awards of the year
Fleet Manager Awards of Year 2011 was organized
under the main sponsorship of LeasePlan and
Ekonomist magazine, in which companies and fleet
managers, who have the awareness of total cost
of ownership, manage their fleet successfully and
create a difference with their services in the field of
sustainability and social responsibility projects are
awarded. Vodafone received LeasePlan-Ekonomist

Magazine Fleet Manager of the Year Award, TNT
received Doğuș Otomotiv Green Fleet Award and
Intendis Ilac received BP Safe Fleet Award.

Targets
LeasePlan Turkey aims to grow above the market by
maintaining its healthy growth with the new products,
services and leading applications it will offer to the
market in 2013. Also targeting to increase its market
share and brand recognition in 2013 and develop
its success in the field of customer satisfaction,
LeasePlan Turkey plans to launch its new service
which aims at raising drivers’ awareness of safe
driving habits and reducing rates of damage in the
second quarter of 2013. Additionally, LeasePlan
Turkey will continue to improve its internet channel
www.tiklakirala.com, prepared for SMEs and
integrate it with other alternative channels.

91

Customer satisfaction
index
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Spare Parts
and Logistics

We create value for
the world’s most
prestigious brands
In 2012, Spare Parts & Logistics Services imported 116,140 vehicles and
dispatched 124,113 vehicles to the Authorized Dealers as well as have
concluded the year with a total revenue of TRY 434.9 million generated from the
sales of spare parts and accessories.

Spare Parts & Logistics Services manages the
import, warehousing and distribution of the
vehicles and spare parts to Authorized Dealers
of the world’s most prestigious brands such
as Volkswagen, Audi, SEAT, Porsche, Bentley,
Lamborghini, Scania, Krone, Meiller, and also
Scania Industrial and Marine Engines, Thermo King
Transport Temperature Control Systems and their
affiliated products.

An advanced practice of synergy
Spare Parts & Logistics Services employs state-ofthe-art technology combined with modern and
the best practices of synergism under one roof,
and thus composes an exemplary service provided
to the global brands represented by Doğuș
Otomotiv.

Spare Parts & Logistics Services combines the latest
and best practices of synergism with state-of-the-art
technology and continuously creates value for Doğuș
Otomotiv’s multi-brand structure.
Mustafa Karabayır
General Manager
Spare Parts & Logistics Services
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All is to provide customers with accurate
and prompt service
Spare Parts & Logistics employs advanced
computer technologies and stock management
systems with the aim of executing its operations
smoothly. Effective pricing and price positioning
policies, along with the usage of common parts up
to a level of 60%, creates a prominent synergy in
Spare Parts & Logistics organization.
Spare Parts & Logistics has extended its parts
warehouse facility by doubling the existing installed
capacity in 2012 in order to improve the quality
of its service and to ensure sustainability of the
business volume for the next decade.

Services and products offered
In order to supply products and services to
Authorized Dealers and Services in an efficient
way and to improve the overall level of customer
satisfaction, Spare Parts & Logistics
Services offers the below services:
• The import and homologation operation
management of all the group vehicles in the
name of brand representatives
• Warehousing in the bonded and stock areas of
imported vehicles supplied by VW, Audi, SEAT,
Porsche, Bentley, Lamborghini, Scania, Krone,
Meiller and Skoda brands, as well as their
delivery to the Authorized Dealers.
• Ordering, importing, stock management and
delivery to the authorized dealers of the spare

parts and accessories of VW, Audi, SEAT,
Porsche, Bentley, Scania, Lamborghini and
Thermo King brands.
• Importing of the spare parts and accessories of
Krone and Meiller brands.

A business approach focused on quality
• Adopting the role of a strategy-setter in spare
parts activities, creating a vision and sharing it
with brand representatives, contributing to raise
the market share of group brands;
• Implementing projects with the aim of
continuous improvement of spare parts
management systems;
• Shortening delivery period and reducing costs
to support new vehicle sales and to give
opportunity to decreasing stock costs;
• Seeking new opportunities in accessories
marketing in a bid to increase business
volumes.

435.3
billion TRY
turnover
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The best insurance services guaranteed
by the credibility of Doğuș Holding
With its experience exceeding 25 years now, Doğuș Insurance Agency Service
is providing innovative and trustworthy services for its clients.

An experienced agency firm
Doğuș Insurance Agency Services, a subsidiary
of Doğuș Holding, is an intermediary company
established on 26 March 1984. Doğuș Insurance
continued its activities throughout
2012 in line with the aim of always providing the
best insurance services to Group companies, their
employees, as well as other clientele.
• All the insurance procedures of the affiliated
companies that are active in a total of 7 sectors
consisting of finance, automotive, construction,
media, tourism and services, real estate and
energy are pursued by Doğuș Insurance.
• Within the framework of Doğuș Group Property
Insurance program, affiliate companies of Doğuș
Group were offered considerable advantages
in terms of scope and price, and of assessment
and pricing of all the risks in policies issued in
the year of 2012.
• In parallel with the activities of Doğuș companies
in various sectors, the range of insurance
services provided was increased and risk
assessment updates were made in all the
activities performed throughout the year.
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• Doğuș Insurance grew by 80% in the premium
production in 2012, in comparison with the
previous year.
Continuing to grow in 2013
Doğuș Insurance maintains its status as ‘authorized
agency’ of Eureko Insurance, Anadolu Insurance,
Ergo Insurance, Axa Insurance and Allianz
Insurance. Doğuș Insurance will be carrying out
insurance activities of Doğuș Holding in 2013 with
all its experience, knowledge and concept of high
quality service.

